Free

PROMO COCKTAILS

All £5

French Martini

Koskenkorva Vodka, Lejay Creme de
Cassis, pineapple

Peachy Keen

Matusalem Platino Rum, Lejay Peach
Liqueur, lime, grapefruit

Long Island Raspberry Tea

Arette Tequilla, Edinburgh Raspberry
Liqueur, Koskenkorva Vodka, Matusalem
Platino Rum, lemon, gomme, lemonade

Stoori Midoori

Midori, Lejay Apple Liqueur, pineapple,
lime

Cosmopolitan

Koskenkorva Vodka, Lejay Triple Sec,
cranberry, lime

Ice cold bottle
of Heineken or
Sol £2.95
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Spot

PRESTWICK

SEASONAL
drinks
promotions
OPEN 7 DAYS
9AM TILL LATE
Breakfast from
9am-12 noon Mon-Sun
Lunch 12 noon-5pm
Early Supper 5pm-7pm
Dinner 5pm-9.30pm
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GINS

RUM
Gin of the week

RUM of the week

DOUBLE Gin and mixer of your choice £7.95

DOUBLE RUM and mixer of your choice £7.95

Gin Promos All... £4.95

RUM Promos All... £4.95

Our staff will be happy to tell you about this
week’s gin and recommend a mixer and garnish

(25ml) including mixer

Our staff will be happy to tell you about this
week’s gin and recommend a mixer and garnish

(25ml) including mixer

Pickerings 1947 42% ABV

Angostura 5YO 40% ABV

Hoxton

The Duppy Share 40% ABV

Distilled in Edinburgh and using the same recipe
as Pickerings original but with the addition of
cinnamon, leaving a festively sweet but peppery
crackle on the palate

40% ABV

A delightfully smooth and drinkable gin.
Coconut and grapefruit are prominent giving it
a tropical, rum-like quality

JJ Whitley Elderflower

38.6% ABV

A gold rum from Trinidad blended from light and
molasses-heavy based rums. Aged for no less than
5 years in charred American oak barrels giving a
fruity and caramel rich flavour

A unique, bold blend of golden Caribbean rums
from Jamaica and Barbados. A tasty mix of tropical
fruit and subtle oak flavours.

Admiral Vernon’s Old J Cherry Spiced

Launched only in 2016 from the JJ Whitley range
this small batch, elderflower-focused gin is floral
and sweet and will leave you longing for those
summer nights once more

35% ABV

Whitley Neill Rhubarb & Ginger

La Hechicera Aged 40% ABV

43% ABV

The flavours of rhubarb give this gin a crisp,
tart edge whilst the real ginger extract subtly
warms the palate

The Botanist

46% ABV

Conceived by the Bruichladdich distillery on Islay
boasting a whopping 31 botanicals (22 native to
Islay), this is a world class gin! Big notes of citrus,
delicate menthol and floral notes in abundance

Gin & Ting!!

Single £3.50 - double £5

Lime! Vanilla! Cherries! A beautifully flavourful
and spiced rum that is perfect to sip over ice or
enjoy tall with cola

An exquisite tasting Columbian rum aged for 21
years in oak casks. Rich in flavor with hints of
chocolate and coffee

10 Cane 40% ABV

A unique light rum made from first press sugar
cane stalks grown specifically for that purpose.
Subtle hints of vanilla and honey make for a
sweet, but not too sweet drink

Rum & Ting!!

Single £3.50 - double £5

